
 
High frequency words, also known as Sight Words, are the common words used in 

print. These words are the “anchors” in many texts. They are especially important for 

emergent readers. They are the words repeated in books used for instruction when 

children are just beginning to read. When children recognize these words quickly, 

decoding the rest of a book takes less time and effort. This ultimately helps children 

focus on comprehension more easily and helps them attend to other reading strategies 

that are being taught.  

 

Many of these words are irregular. Many cannot be decoded purely by employing 

phonetic rules thus they’re often referred to as “sight words”. Children learn to 

recognize the gestalt of these words and/or memorize them. Although phonics plays a 

part, the children learn to recognize the words immediately. For example when they 

see the word THE, they know it immediately rather than try to decode the individual 

letter sounds as “t–huh-eh”. 

 

It’s akin to the way children recognized their own name before they know letters and 

sounds! Children can “read” signs such as McDonald’s or Toys R’ Us; they read words 

such as mom, dad or love automatically without decoding phonetically.  

 

It is important to remember there’s more to learning  

high frequency words & sight words than rote memorization and flash cards. 

 

The children have been gradually learning many of these words since the first day of 

school. They are emphasized in shared reading and shared writing lessons. They learn 

them by reading our morning message each day. They are exposed to these high 

frequency words in books we read together during small group work. And they will 

learn them by spelling the words as they begin to add more text to their own stories.  

 

When children are exposed to these words in a variety of authentic contexts the words 

are more meaningful. Many learn the words more easily that way. Does it mean we 

won’t practice the words in isolation too? No, not at all! The children will play sight 

word games such as “memory”, sight word bingo and computer games to reinforce 



recognition. They will use “rainbow writing” (i.e. tracing the words with multiple 

colors), build the words with play dough and magnetic letters and spell them with 

alphabet stamps. But we always begin by tying the words to meaningful 

experiences in reading and writing. 

 

  

Ways to practice at home: 
Focus on only a few words at a time.  
Use known words and then add in one or two new words. 

 
1. Put words on index cards. Make picture cardsof nouns and verbs too (see 

attached). Then make up sentences using a combination of picture cards and 
word cards. 

We went  . 
Silly sentences work too! The dog is on the bus. OR Darth Vader is in the playground!   
 

2. Make a double set of cards and play Memory. 
 

3. Use tactile experiences: Build words with magnetic letters or play dough. Write 
words in a tray of salt, in shaving cream, or with finger paint.  

 
4. Write! Make birthday cards, mail letters to grandma and grandpa, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The list of Kindergarten Sight Words is included in this 
Helpful Resources Tab.  

 



Cut apart, copy on card stock OR or write on index cards.

a love will 

and me yes 

my mom is 

by no it 



dad the in 

day to  

go we 
 

I went 
 



 
  

   

   

   

 

 

 

 



 

 


